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Any injection of electromagnetically interacting particles during the cosmic dark ages will lead to
increased ionization, heating, production of Lyman-α photons and distortions to the energy spectrum of the
cosmic microwave background, with potentially observable consequences. In this paper we describe
numerical results for the low-energy electrons and photons produced by the cooling of particles injected at
energies from keV to multi-TeV scales, at arbitrary injection redshifts (but focusing on the post-
recombination epoch). We use these data, combined with existing calculations modeling the cooling of
these low-energy particles, to estimate the resulting contributions to ionization, excitation and heating of
the gas, and production of low-energy photons below the threshold for excitation and ionization. We
compute corrected deposition-efficiency curves for annihilating dark matter, and demonstrate how to
compute equivalent curves for arbitrary energy-injection histories. These calculations provide the necessary
inputs for the limits on dark matter annihilation presented in the accompanying paper I, but also have
potential applications in the context of dark matter decay or deexcitation, decay of other metastable species,
or similar energy injections from new physics. We make our full results publicly available at http://nebel.rc
.fas.harvard.edu/epsilon, to facilitate further independent studies. In particular, we provide the full low-
energy electron and photon spectra, to allow matching onto more detailed codes that describe the cooling of
such particles at low energies.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.93.023521
I. INTRODUCTION
Between recombination and reionization, the Universe
experienced an epoch of extremely low ionization, known
as the “cosmic dark ages.” If new physics were to inject
electromagnetically interacting particles into the Universe
during this period—with the classic examples being dark
matter (DM) annihilation or decay—and consequently
induce increased ionization, it could broaden the last
scattering surface and have striking effects on the anisot-
ropies of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) [1–3].
Furthermore, heating of the gas induced by such energy
injections could have observable effects on the 21 cm line
from neutral hydrogen [4–7], and the production of addi-
tional low-energy photons could distort the blackbody
spectrum of the CMB [8–12].
A critical question in studies of the observational conse-
quences of energy injection is what fraction of the injected
power proceeds into the various observable channels, and
over what period of time. As discussed in [13], photons and
eþe− pairs injected around the electroweak scale (a typical
scenario in annihilating DM models) promptly convert the
bulk of their energy into photonswith energies lyingwithin a
redshift-dependent semitransparent “window” [2], where
the dominant cooling mechanisms have time scales com-
parable to a Hubble time. Some fraction of these photons
never scatter again, slowly redshifting and contributing to
x-ray and gamma-ray background radiation in the present
day; others eventually partition their energy into lower-
energy photons and electrons, which are either efficiently
absorbed by the gas or contribute to distortion of the CMB
spectrum. Accordingly, energy may be deposited and
contribute to observable signatures at times long after its
original injection.
In this paper we employ the code initially described in
[13] and refined in [14,15] to describe the energy deposition
histories corresponding to particle injection at arbitrary
energies and redshifts. In [14] we computed the partition
between “deposited” energy and free-streaming high-energy
photons, for injections of photons, electrons and positrons at
arbitrary energy and redshift. In that paper “deposited”
energy was taken (as in [13]) to encompass low-energy
particles in general, including distortions to the CMB
spectrum and ionization, excitation and heating of the gas.
In order to convert from this overall “deposited energy”
to the individual deposition channels, articles in the
literature have generally followed [2] in employing a
simple prescription for the fraction of deposited power
proceeding into ionization, excitation and heating, based on
studies of this fraction for 3 keV electrons [16]. More
careful modeling of the cooling of electrons and photons*tslatyer@mit.edu
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had supported this estimate [15,17–20], in particular for the
fraction of deposited power proceeding to ionization
(which is the most important channel for determining
the impact on the CMB anisotropy spectrum, e.g., [3]).
However, the authors of [15] demonstrated that this
prescription can be quite inaccurate in general, as some-
what higher-energy electrons (between a few keVand a few
MeV in kinetic energy) deposit the bulk of their energy into
distortions of the CMB spectrum rather than through
interactions with the gas. By employing the code developed
for [13] to model the cooling of high-energy particles (and
the secondary particles produced by their cooling) down to
3 keV energies, and then matching onto a separate code
handling the cooling of electrons below 3 keV, the authors
of [15] and [21] presented updated estimates of the power
proceeding into ionization—and hence the constraints from
the CMB—for a selection of DM models.
In this paper, we present a similar update for all injections
of photons and eþe− pairs at redshifts during the cosmic dark
ages, with injection energies in the OðkeV-TeVÞ range.1
Furthermore, we provide estimates for the power proceeding
into Lyman-α photons, heating, and CMB spectral distortion
(by continuumphotons below10.2 eV), aswell as ionization.
We provide the full spectra of photons and electrons below
3 keV produced by the high-energy code at all time steps, for
all injection energies and redshifts, to facilitate the interfac-
ing of these results withmore detailed and precisemodels for
the cooling of the low-energy particles.
In Sec. II we review the issues that mandate an improved
treatment of the energy deposition, with a focus on setting
constraints on energy injection via the anisotropies of the
CMB. In Sec. III we review the key elements of the code
employed, and describe the resulting publicly available
data set. In Sec. IV we review two procedures for
converting the low-energy spectra into estimates for the
deposition to various channels, and show updated results
for the total energy deposited into the various channels
under these prescriptions. In Sec. V we review how to
determine so-called fðzÞ curves—the power deposited at
any given redshift, normalized to the power injected at that
same redshift—for any energy injection history; as an
example, we present fðzÞ curves corrected for the system-
atic effects identified in [15], for general DM annihilation
models, suitable for use with studies that employed earlier
injection-energy-independent prescriptions for the fraction
of deposited power proceeding into ionization. Finally, we
present our conclusions. The Appendix provides detailed
descriptions for the files containing our results, available
online [23]. Figure 1 summarizes the different results we
provide, the sections and figures where they are described,
and the files where they are stored.
II. CONTINUUM PHOTON LOSSES AND
ENERGY DEPOSITED TO THE GAS
To determine the constraints on anymodel of new physics
that injects electromagnetically interacting particles into the
Universe during the cosmic dark ages, the key figure ofmerit
is the power deposited into the relevant channel(s) at any
given redshift. For example, for constraints based on the
anisotropies of the CMB, the most important channel is
ionization,2 and so the constraints are determined by the
power deposited into ionization of the gas as a function of
redshift. The distortions to the CMB energy spectrum and
the gas temperature are nonzero, but the constraints arising
from those channels are much weaker than from the impact
of extra ionization on the CMB anisotropies (e.g., [8]). Once
computed, the power deposited as extra ionization can be
incorporated into public codes describing recombination—
such as RECFAST [25], COSMOREC [26] or HYREC [27]—as
described in [2,3], and the resulting ionization history used
to compute the effects on the CMB.
FIG. 1. Chart describing the various outputs of this work.
1We do not in this paper provide a detailed study of the energy
losses of protons and antiprotons; an approximate method for
including these contributions to energy deposition can be found
in [22].
2There is a subdominant effect from the production of addi-
tional Lyman-α photons, since atoms in an excited state can be
more easily ionized by the ambient CMB photons; however,
neglecting this effect entirely has been shown to change the
constraints at only the ∼5% level [15,24], justifying a simplified
approximate treatment of this contribution.
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Prior studies (e.g., [2,3,13,21,28–35]) have divided the
calculation of the power deposited to each channel into two
steps: (1) computing the total deposited power as a function
of redshift, and (2) computing the fraction of deposited
power that proceeds into each channel. The result of step 2
has been presumed to be a function of the gas ionization
fraction only, independent of the details of the energy
injection; under this assumption, all the dependence on the
energy injection model is partitioned into step 1. The results
of step 1 have frequently been approximated as a constant
efficiency factor f, so that the deposited power at any
redshift is simply f× the power injected at that redshift, and
f captures all model dependence in how the energy is
deposited (e.g., [3,29]).
This approach assumes that the fraction of deposited
power proceeding into each channel is independent of the
spectrum of particles marked deposited; that once the
energy contained in free-streaming high-energy photons
has been removed, only the total energy of the remaining
particles matters. As shown in [15], this approach can lead
to constraints that are incorrect at the factor-of-2 level (even
within the limited parameter space explored there).
The power into ionization has frequently been estimated
in the literature using a simple ansatz first developed by
Chen and Kamionkowski [2], based on an earlier numerical
result for ionization by 3 keV electrons [16]: ð1 − xeÞ=3
of the absorbed power goes into ionization, where xe is
the ambient hydrogen ionization fraction. We denote this
ansatz as “SSCK” (Shull, van Steenberg, Chen and
Kamionkowski). This estimate has been supported by more
recent and detailed calculations [15,17–20]. The authors of
[15] studied the effect of taking into account the spectrum
of electrons below 3 keV, as opposed to simply using the
results for 3 keV electrons, in determining the fate of the
deposited energy; the effect was found to be small for
the CMB constraints on the DM models studied in that
work. The reason is that the fraction of power deposited
as ionization is relatively stable for ∼100 eV–3 keV
electrons; we show this fraction as a function of redshift
(employing a background ionization history from RECFAST
as in [36], with no new energy injection) in Fig. 2, for a
range of electron energies. We also show the estimate from
the SSCK energy-independent prescription. Wewill refer to
the approach of taking the results presented in [15] for
3 keV electrons, and applying them to estimate the fraction
of deposited power proceeding into the different channels,
as the “3 keV” prescription; this is the approach employed
by the Planck collaboration in setting constraints on
annihilating DM [35].
However, as noted in [15], higher-energy electrons (at
kinetic energies of a few keV to a few MeV) lose a very
large fraction of their initial kinetic energy to inverse
Compton scattering on the CMB; for mildly relativistic
electrons, the resulting upscattered photons have too little
energy to further interact with the gas after recombination
(being well below the excitation and ionization thresholds).
Accordingly, the amount of energy going into ionization,
excitation or heating of the gas is suppressed, relative to the
case for 3 keV electrons. This effect was underestimated in
some earlier studies [19,37] due to a mistake in the
expression for the cooling time due to inverse Compton
scattering, for nonrelativistic electrons (the correct expres-
sion is given in e.g., [17]). Consequently, for particles
injected at high energy, the details of the low-energy
electron and photon spectra produced by their cooling
can significantly influence the fraction of deposited power
that proceeds into ionization.
Equivalently, describing power degraded to low-energy
scales as deposited can be somewhat misleading, since
photons at energies comparable to the CMB are not
absorbed by the gas. The two-step approach described
above could be improved by redefining deposited energy to
exclude photons below 10.2 eV as well as free-streaming
high-energy photons. However, such photons are also
produced by the cooling of ∼keV and lower-energy
electrons; thus with this definition there is no range of
energies within which particles can be treated as contrib-
uting solely to deposited energy.
Figure 3 demonstrates the magnitude of the fractional
energy loss to photons too low energy to excite hydrogen,
as a function of the initial electron energy, at a redshift of
z ¼ 600 (where DM annihilation typically has its greatest
effect on the CMB anisotropies [38]). Electrons that cool to
some threshold (set to 1 or 3 keV) are presumed to lose all
their energy to atomic processes, which dominate inverse
Compton scattering in that energy range and are well
described by existing low-energy codes (for example, the
fraction of power proceeding into ionization is well
characterized by the curves shown in Fig. 2). An electron
above this threshold loses some fraction of its energy to
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FIG. 2. Fraction of deposited power that contributes to (hydro-
gen) ionization as a function of redshift, employing the SSCK
prescription (solid black line), and the results presented in [15]
for electrons at a range of energies. The 3 keV prescription
corresponds to the purple dashed line.
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atomic processes and some to inverse Compton scattering,
in the process of cooling down to the threshold, producing
photons on the way. As shown in the figure, when electrons
are injected with (kinetic) energies between a few keV and
∼10 MeV, the bulk of its energy is lost into photons below
10.2 eV in energy, for which the Universe is approximately
transparent.
It is difficult to properly model these inverse Compton
losses in the context of Monte Carlo simulations for the
low-energy atomic processes, due to the huge number of
nearly elastic collisions that are involved. As discussed
above, this difficulty was avoided in [15] by using two
separate codes to treat the low-energy (below 3 keV) and
high-energy (above 3 keV) electrons. The high-energy code
degrades the initial particles from their injected energy
down to the 3 keV threshold, fully taking into account the
effects of both inverse Compton scattering and redshifting.
The results of the high-energy code—spectra of electrons
and photons below 3 keV—can then be fed as inputs into a
low-energy Monte Carlo code that treats the complex
atomic cooling processes in detail. We take the same
approach here, and make the results public.
III. DESCRIPTION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we describe our treatment of the cooling of
high-energy electrons and photons, and the resulting
data grids.
A. Review of the numerical method
The code developed for [13] takes as an input some
injection of photons and electrons, with a specified redshift
and energy dependence. Backreaction on the CMB photons
and gas is not included, as large modifications to the
ionization history or CMB spectrum are ruled out by
observational constraints, and consequently the problem
is (to a good approximation) linear. We thus populate
individual energy bins with electrons/positrons or photons
at a specific redshift and track the spectral evolution with
redshift. Our 40 energy bins are log spaced between 1 keV
and 10 TeV, in photon energy and electron kinetic energy.
We employ 63 log-spaced redshift bins spanning the range
from 1þ z ¼ 10 to 3000 (for the redshift at which the
energy is injected—for the redshift at which the energy is
deposited, more finely binned results are available upon
request).
At each time step, the photon spectrum is updated with
the results of the various scattering and pair production
processes described in [13], and redshifted. Photons at
sufficiently low energies are tagged as deposited, stored,
and removed from the part of the code that describes
redshifting. The threshold for this “deposition” occurs
when the photon would on average photoionize an atom
once per time step, and as in [13], we choose a time step of
d lnð1þ zÞ ¼ 10−3 (it was confirmed in that work that the
results were converged at such a time step).
As described in [13], the free electrons produced at each
time step (by direct injection, pair production cascades,
Compton scattering, etc.) lose their energy on time scales
much shorter than a Hubble time, and are handled by a
separate module that includes inverse Compton scattering
and atomic cooling processes, and resolves their energy
deposition entirely at each time step.
We summarize the main cooling processes for photons
and electrons, and their time scales at the sample redshift of
z ¼ 600 (as in Fig. 3), in Fig. 4.
We choose a threshold of 3 keV as the separation scale
between “low” and “high” energies. At low energies, as
described above and as can be seen from Figs. 3 and 4,
inverse Compton scattering of electrons and redshifting of
photons can be neglected and the results of a detailed
Monte Carlo code will be employed to model electron
cooling through atomic processes. Deposited photons
above 3 keV (that is, efficient photoionizers that will
produce electrons above the threshold) are assumed to
immediately photoionize hydrogen, converting their energy
into a spectrum of secondary electrons (the subpercent
energy loss to the ionization itself is neglected for these
photons). Deposited photons below 3 keVare not processed
further by the high-energy code, but are stored as an output
at every time step, to facilitate their use as an input for more
detailed codes describing the low-energy cooling. Photons
below 3 keV are only entirely tagged as deposited if the
time scale for photoionization is less than 10−3× a Hubble
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FIG. 3. Fraction of electron kinetic energy eventually
partitioned into (red/pink) excitation/ionization/heating of the
gas, plus electrons below the energy cutoff where atomic cooling
processes dominate, and (blue/violet) photons produced by
inverse Compton scattering of the electron on the CMB. Photons
below 10.2 eV, which no longer interact significantly with the
gas, constitute a subset of the latter contribution (light/dark
green). All curves are for electrons depositing their energy at
redshift 600. Dashed and dotted lines (pink, blue, light green)
correspond to a 1 keV threshold, whereas solid lines (red, violet,
dark green) correspond to a 3 keV threshold; we see that the
behavior is fairly independent of the chosen threshold except very
close to it.
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time (for that photon energy and redshift); otherwise, only
the fraction of the photons that would photoionize the gas
in that time step are tagged as deposited and added to the
output (since their photoionization will create secondary
electrons below 3 keV), while the remainder are tracked in
the main code. We make an exception for photons with
energies below 60 eV; since the interactions of such
photons with the various hydrogen and helium levels
can be quite nontrivial and are not fully captured by our
code, we store all such photons produced in each time step
as an output (and remove them from the subsequent
evolution of the photon spectrum). 60 eV photons are
efficient photoionizers, and would thus all have been
tagged as deposited anyway, so the resulting spectrum is
smooth at the 60 eV transition point (and insensitive to the
exact choice of transition energy).
Electrons above the 3 keV threshold lose energy domi-
nantly through inverse Compton scattering, as discussed
above, but simple estimates for energy losses to excitation,
ionization, and heating by electrons above the threshold are
stored as outputs to the code (and constitute a small
contribution to the overall excitation, ionization and heating
due to the choice of threshold, typically ∼5%–15% or less).
These estimates are based on the implementation of the
excitation, ionization and heating cross sections described
in [13], which have been confirmed to give results fairly
consistent with the detailed low-energy code [15], with
differences at the level of a few percent. Calculations which
treat the low-energy cooling in detail can separate Lyman-α
photons from sub-10.2 eV photons produced by collisional
excitation, but for the subdominant contribution from the
high-energy code, we simply assign all the power deposited
via excitation to the Lyman-α channel.
Subthreshold photons produced by inverse Compton
scattering of these above-threshold electrons are also stored
as outputs; since for mildly relativistic electrons the boost
from inverse Compton scattering is small, we must also
take into account the removal of the original photons from
the CMB. (That is, if a 1 eV photon is upscattered to 2 eV, it
is described as the removal of 1 eVof energy from the CMB
and the addition of a 2 eV photon to the output photon
spectrum.) For the electron energies where the impact on
the CMB is non-negligible, the inverse Compton scattering
cross section is independent of the initial photon energy, so
the removal of photons does not change the spectral shape
and it is sufficient to characterize it in terms of energy loss.
Once electrons cool to the 3 keV threshold or below
(electrons produced by photoionization, Compton scatter-
ing or pair production may be produced with less than
3 keVof kinetic energy), they are added to the output low-
energy electron spectrum for that time step.
As in [14], we are primarily interested in charge-neutral
sources of energy injection, so we will generally consider
injecting eþe− pairs rather than electrons alone. This is
largely irrelevant for the energy-loss mechanisms important
for high-energy particles, but when the positrons have
cooled far enough, they annihilate with ambient electrons,
producing gamma rays. For a relativistic positron, the vast
majority of its energy will be deposited via inverse-
Compton-scattered photons and their subsequent cooling,
and these processes do not depend on the charge of the
original particle; for a nonrelativistic positron, the bulk of
its energy will be contained in its mass energy, and be
deposited via the photons from annihilation. Accordingly,
aside from tracking the annihilation photons we do not
distinguish between positrons and electrons; since the
low-energy electrons produced dominantly arise from
photoionization and Compton scattering, they are indeed
electrons (not positrons) and can be treated as such for
detailed low-energy codes. Injection of electrons without
accompanying positrons can therefore be modeled using
the results for eþe− pairs, together with the results for
photon injection to remove the impact of the photons from
annihilation (see [14] for an example of the procedure).
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FIG. 4. Energy-loss processes for keV-TeV photons (black, red,
blue and dark green lines) and electrons (light green and gold
lines), and the corresponding cooling times (tcool) relative to the
Hubble time (tH) at z ¼ 600. For photons, the dominant proc-
esses (in order of increasing energy) are photoionization (black
solid line), Compton scattering (red solid line), pair production on
the gas (blue dashed and dotted lines; dashed for ionized gas,
dotted for neutral gas), photon-photon scattering (green solid
line), and pair production on the CMB (blue solid line). For
electrons, at low energies cooling is dominated by atomic
processes (light green lines), whereas at higher energies inverse
Compton scattering (solid gold line) takes over; both are much
faster than a Hubble time. The dashed light green line corre-
sponds to heating in an ionized medium (the characteristic time
scale is increased proportionally if the ionized fraction is
reduced); the solid light green line corresponds to ionization
in a neutral medium (the characteristic time scale is increased
proportionally if the neutral fraction is reduced). Estimates for the
electron cooling rates are taken from [17].
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We truncate the calculation at z ¼ 9, and advise caution
in using our results for z≲ 30, due to two simplifying
assumptions in the code3: first, no model for reionization is
included in our baseline ionization history, and second,
interstellar radiation fields other than the CMB are not
included, and may be relevant after the onset of star
formation. To properly include these effects would involve
considering a range of models for ionization and star
formation, and testing the sensitivity of the results to these
choices; we thus defer a detailed study of low redshifts to
future work. The effect of reionization on the cooling of
high-energy electrons and photons is likely to be rather
small, as inverse Compton scattering and the main energy-
loss processes for high-energy photons are largely
insensitive to the ionization fraction [13], so one might
expect the output spectra of low-energy photons and
electrons described in this section to be fairly independent
of the choice of reionization model. However, the rate at
which low-energy photons are absorbed by photoioniza-
tion, and the partition of the low-energy photons’ and
electrons’ energy into the various deposition channels
(described in Sec. IV), will both depend strongly on the
background ionization fraction. We summarize the struc-
ture of our code and its outputs, as discussed here and in the
following subsection, in Fig. 5.
B. Structure of the outputs
The results of the high-energy code are expressed as
entries in a three-dimensional grid for each of the particle
types, describing—for a particular redshift of injection,
e+e- pair module
photons injected 
this timestep
photons propagated 
from previous timestep
electron cooling 
module
inverse Compton 
scattered photons
depletion of 
CMB photons
ionization, excitation, 
heating of gas, and very 
low-energy photons 
from electrons cooling 
down to 3 keV
sub-3-keV 
electrons
photons from e+ 
annihilation
photon cooling 
module
high-E photons 
cooling time << tH
mid-E photons 
cooling time ~ tH
low-E photons 
cooling time >> tH
ionization 
by >3 keV 
photons
pair 
production
redshifting
photons 
propagated to 
next timestep
e+e- pairs injected 
this timestep
sub-3-keV 
ionizing 
photons
secondary 
electrons
Compton 
scattering
all photons 
below 60 
eV
external inputs (this timestep)
outputs from this timestep
propagated from last 
timestep / to next timestep
pair production / ICS cascade
FIG. 5. Chart showing the structure of the high-energy electron/photon cooling code developed in [13]. This chart shows the processes
modeled at each time step; arrows indicate the direction of particle flow, ellipses mark processes and submodules, whereas boxes
describe the particles tracked at each stage. Green boxes indicate particle data that are propagated forward to the next time step, or taken
as inputs from the previous time step; yellow boxes show data that are input at each new time step (any new particle injection from e.g.,
DM annihilation); blue boxes describe outputs of the code that are logged to an external file at each time step. Red lines mark steps in the
rapid pair production/inverse Compton scattering cascade that dominates the initial cooling of high-energy electrons and photons; this
cascade is iterated until all (primary and secondary) particles have lost enough energy that pair production is no longer possible. See the
text for a brief description of the code, and [13] for details.
3We thank Aaron Vincent for raising this question.
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initial energy (for eþe− pairs, this corresponds to the initial
kinetic energy of one member of the pair), and redshift of
deposition—the following outputs:
(1) An estimate of the energy deposited by electrons
above 3 keV in this time step, as a fraction of the
injected energy (for eþe− pairs, this includes the
mass energy), into the following channels:
(a) Ionization of the H gas,
(b) Ionization of the He gas (set to zero for this high-
energy deposition, but listed for completeness as
this channel will be populated later),
(c) Excitation of the gas/production of Lyman-α
photons which can excite neutral hydrogen,
(d) Heating of the gas,
(e) Production of photons with insufficient energy
to either excite or ionize the gas (i.e., distortion
of the CMB spectrum). The spectrum of such
photons produced at each redshift is saved as an
output of the code; we do not treat their
subsequent interactions (e.g., with the thermal
electron bath).
(2) The total energy of photons removed from the CMB
by upscattering, in this time step, as a fraction of the
injected energy.
(3) The spectrum of low-energy electrons (below 3 keV)
produced in this time step (and the corresponding
array of energy bins), expressed as the spectrum
dN=dE of electrons per pair of injected particles
(i.e., in the case where DM annihilation is the source
of energy injection, this is equivalent to the spectrum
per annihilation).
(4) The spectrum of low-energy photons (below 3 keV)
produced in this time step (and the corresponding
array of energy bins), expressed as the spectrum
dN=dE of photons per pair of injected particles.
As a reminder, all time steps have d lnð1þ zÞ ¼ 10−3; each
of these results can be divided by this quantity to obtain
(approximately) time step-independent functions for the
energy deposition and low-energy spectra. These results are
available online [23], in the form of FITS and .dat files,
and are described in detail in the Appendix.
As outlined in Table I, we label the resulting spectra and
energy injections by Sspeciesc;ijk or S
species
sec;ijkl. The label “species”
is either “γ” (for injected photons) or “eþe−” (for injected
pairs). The label c runs from 1 to 5 and indexes the
absorption channels: ionization on hydrogen, ionization on
helium, excitation, heating, and production of photons too
low energy to interact with the gas. Since the direct energy
absorption from high-energy electrons is generally sub-
dominant (≲15%), we do not distinguish between ioniza-
tion on hydrogen and helium from these electrons,
assigning the ionization contribution entirely to channel
c ¼ 1. Due to numerical issues (truncation of the energy
binning for both photons and electrons), the power lost
from electrons due to inverse Compton scattering is not
identical to the power gained by (tracked) photons (the
former quantity is generally slightly larger); the difference
is assigned to channel c ¼ 5, so it will later be added to the
power stored in low-energy continuum photons, and
verified to be small. The depletion of photons from the
CMB spectrum is tracked in the Sspeciesloss;ijk array; when we
compute the partition of deposited energy into each
channel, this array will be subtracted from the fifth channel
Sspecies5;ijk .
The i, j, k labels index the redshift of deposition, energy
of injection and redshift of injection respectively. The “sec”
label indicates the species of low-energy (below 3 keV)
secondary particles being described, and l indexes the
energy of these secondaries (or kinetic energy, in the case of
electrons).
These data hold all the key information from the high-
energy code, and we recommend their use as inputs for
detailed studies of the electron and photon cooling at low
energies. However, for ease of use we also provide estimates
for the total contributions to ionization, heating, excitation
etc. based on the coarsely binned results for low-energy
electrons given in [15], following the methods outlined in
that work.t
IV. COMPUTING THE DEPOSITED ENERGY
BY CHANNEL
A. The low-energy photons and electrons
Our next goal is to estimate how low-energy electrons
and photons lose their energy, and thus convert the derived
low-energy electron and photon spectra (those included in
the Sspeciessec;ijkl arrays) into contributions to the five channels
described above. These contributions can then be added to
those obtained directly from the high-energy code (the
latter are generally subdominant). Our final result will be a
three-dimensional grid Tspeciesc;ijk for each channel c and
injected species, where as previously i, j and k respectively
index the redshift of deposition, energy of injection and
redshift of injection. The elements of this array will
correspond to the energy deposited to channel c in the
relevant time step for deposition, as a fraction of the total
injected energy. In general we have
Tspecies1–4;ijk ¼ Sspecies1–4;ijk
þ contributions from Sspeciessec;ijkl
Tspecies5;ijk ¼ Sspecies5;ijk − Sspeciesloss;ijk
þ contributions from Sspeciessec;ijkl: ð1Þ
We summarize the content of this section in Fig. 6.
For the purposes of this paper, we will use simplified
results from existing Monte Carlo codes that model the
atomic cooling processes, as presented in [15]. However,
these results are only directly applicable to low-energy
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TABLE I. Definitions of the various functions and index labels used in this paper. Those entries above the line describe completely
general energy injections, whereas those below the line require specification of an energy injection history.
Definition
Channel c Hydrogen ionization: c ¼ 1 or “ionH”
Helium ionization: c ¼ 2 or “ionHe”
Excitation: c ¼ 3 or “exc”
Heating: c ¼ 4 or “heat”
CMB spectral distortion or “continuum” photons: c ¼ 5 or “cont.”
“ion” indicates the sum of the “ionH” and “ionHe” channels.
“corr” indicates the contribution to channel c ¼ 5 from the low-energy photons produced at each time step by
the cooling of high-energy particles (as opposed to the cooling of sub-3-keV electrons); this term was not
properly taken into account in earlier prescriptions.
“loss” indicates the depletion of the CMB by scattering (see text).
Sspeciesc ðz; E; z0Þ describes the dimensionless rate (normalized to injected energy, and differential with respect to d lnð1þ zÞ) at
which energy is deposited into channel c, via the interactions of (primary and secondary) particles as they
cool down to 3 keV (kinetic) energy, for a particle of the indicated species injected at redshift z0 and energy
E (see text for details).
Sspeciesc;ijk S
species
c ðzidep; Ej; zkinjÞd lnð1þ zidepÞ ¼ discretized form of the function above, for a specified grid of injection/
absorption redshifts and injection energies fzidep; Ej; zkinjg.
Sspeciessec ðz; E; z0; EsecÞ describes the rate dNsecdEsecd lnð1þzÞ at which sub-3-keV secondary photons (electrons) of (kinetic) energy Esec are
produced (“sec” labels the species of the secondaries), by the interactions of (primary and secondary)
particles as they cool down to 3 keV (kinetic) energy, for a particle of the indicated species injected at
redshift z0 and energy E.
Sspeciessec;ijkl S
species
sec ðzidep; Ej; zkinj; ElsecÞd lnð1þ zidepÞ ¼ discretized version of the function immediately above, for a
specified grid of injection/absorption redshifts, injection energies and secondary-particle energies
fzidep; Ej; zkinj; Elsecg.
Tspeciesc ðz; E; z0Þ describes the dimensionless rate [differential with respect to d lnð1þ zÞ] at which energy is absorbed into
channel c, for a particle of the indicated species injected at redshift z0 and energy E (see text for details).
Derived from the S functions described above.
Tspeciesc;ijk T
species
c ðzidep; Ej; zjinjÞd lnð1þ zidepÞ ¼ discretized form of the function immediately above, for a specified grid
of injection/absorption redshifts and injection energies fzidep; Ej; zkdepg.
fcðzÞ (energy deposited to channel c in a redshift interval dz)/(energy injected in the same interval dz)
fhigh;cðzÞ as fcðzÞ, but only including energy deposited by electrons as they cool down to 3 keV.
fðzÞ PcfcðzÞ ¼ (total energy absorbed to all channels in a redshift interval dz)/(energy injected in the same
interval dz)
χcðzÞ fcðzÞ=fðzÞ ¼ fraction of total absorbed energy at redshift z proceeding into channel c.
χbasec ðzÞ fraction of total absorbed energy at redshift z proceeding into channel c, under an earlier simplified
prescription labeled by “base,” corresponding to either the SSCK or 3 keV prescriptions (see text).
fc;baseðzÞ fcðzÞ=χbasec ðzÞ ¼ should be used to replace fðzÞ in analyses where base prescription was assumed and the
signal is determined by channel c. Would be equal to fðzÞ [not fcðzÞ] if base prescription were correct.
fsimðzÞ fðzÞð1 − χcorrðzÞÞ ¼ simplified estimate for fc;baseðzÞ, for c ¼ 1 − 4, that is independent of channel c and
prescription base. Can be used to estimate the corrected constraints/detectability for signals that depend on
a combination of ionization, excitation and heating.
Fsecðz; EsecÞ (spectrum dN=dE of secondary particles, with species labeled by “sec,” produced in a redshift interval dz)/
(pairs of primary particles injected in the same interval)
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electrons. For low-energy photons (below 3 keV) above
13.6 eV, we follow the best method outlined in [15]:
(i) For deposited photons with 13.6 eV < E < 3 keV,
we assume prompt photoionization leading to a
secondary electron and a contribution (of 13.6 eV
per ionization) to channel c ¼ 1. It was shown in
[15] that separating out ionization on helium has a
negligible impact on the results. (However, at red-
shifts prior to hydrogen recombination, the resulting
contribution to ionization should be interpreted as
ionization of helium rather than hydrogen. Since we
do not separate the two when dealing with photo-
ionization, it is still listed in the “hydrogen ioniza-
tion” category.) This contribution is given by
ΔTspecies1;ijk ¼
X
l>13.6 eV
13.6 eV
Sspeciesγ;ijkl E
l
secd lnEsec
2ðEj þmspeciesÞ ;
ð2Þ
where the denominator is the total injected
energy [i.e., twice the injection energy for pho-
tons, or twice the (injection kinetic energyþ
electron mass) for eþe− pairs].
(ii) For photons with 10.2 eV < E < 13.6 eV, we
assign the associated energy to channel 3,
since such photons cannot ionize neutral
hydrogen, but can excite it to a state from
which it can be more readily ionized. This
contribution is given by
ΔTspecies3;ijk ¼
X
10.2 eV<l<13.6 eV
Sspeciesγ;ijkl ðElsecÞ2d lnEsec
2ðEj þmspeciesÞ :
ð3Þ
(iii) For photons with E < 10.2 eV, we assign the
associated energy to channel 5:
injected photons 
and e+e- at some z
high-energy 
cooling code
sub-3-keV 
electrons
sub-3-keV 
deposited 
photons
ionization 
by >3 keV 
electrons
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FIG. 6. Chart showing how the outputs of the high-energy code (see Sec. III) are converted into contributions to each of the energy-
absorption channels, for all redshifts lower than the initial injection redshift. Boxes below the dotted line denote outputs. Different colors
denote contributions to the different channels. Gray ellipses denote the use of the high-energy cooling code or results from a low-energy
Monte Carlo code, taken from [15]. See text for details.
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ΔTspecies5;ijk ¼
X
l<10.2 eV
Sspeciesγ;ijkl ðElsecÞ2d lnEsec
2ðEj þmspeciesÞ : ð4Þ
This approach may be inaccurate at redshifts significantly
prior to recombination, when the photoionization rate is
highly sensitive to the small neutral fraction, and prompt
photoionization may not be possible (or may only be
possible on helium). However, small changes to the gas
ionization fraction at these same redshifts do not affect the
CMB anisotropies (since the Universe is opaque to CMB
photons); accordingly, this inaccuracy does not impact
CMB constraints (see e.g., [21] where this was explicitly
tested). After recombination, the photoionization rate is
always fast relative to the Hubble time for some range of
(low) photon energies [13].
This procedure converts the low-energy photon spectrum
to a low-energy electron spectrum, plus contributions to
channels 1, 3 and 5. We simultaneously define the related
quantity,
Tspeciescorr;ijk ≡ Sspecies5;ijk − Sspeciesloss;ijk
þ
X
l<10.2 eV
Sspeciesγ;ijkl ðElsecÞ2d lnEsec
2ðEj þmspeciesÞ ; ð5Þ
which describes the net energy proceeding into channel 5
omitting the direct contribution from low-energy electrons
(so this quantity can be used to correct the results of
previous studies, which accounted only for the latter).
To characterize the fate of the low-energy electrons, we
employ the results presented in [15], based on [18] and with
refinements as described in [19,20]. These data describe the
energy deposition fractions by channel, for electrons with
energies from 14 eV to 10 keV, for background ionization
fractions ranging from 10−4 to 1. These results are partially
reproduced in Fig. 2, showing the fraction of power
proceeding into ionization as a function of redshift and
electron energy.
We interpolate these results logarithmically in both
energy and background ionization fraction. The energy
deposition is partitioned into ionization on hydrogen,
ionization on helium, Lyman-α photons, heating, and
continuum photons. Integrating our low-energy electron
spectrum over this transfer function at each triple of input
redshift, injection energy and output redshift, we obtain the
remaining contributions to all five channels c ¼ 1–5. To
evaluate the transfer function, we assume the baseline
ionization history given by RECFAST (as shown in e.g.,
[36]), since the energy partition is not sensitive to changes
in the ionization fraction [15] at the Oð10−4Þ level that
is currently allowed by observations (e.g., [21,35]).
Specifically, if the background ionization fraction is xe
and the (interpolated) fraction of energy deposited to
channel c by an electron of kinetic energy E is
Fcðxe; EÞ, the contribution to a channel c from the cooling
of these low-energy electrons is given by
ΔTspeciesc;ijk ¼
P
jd lnEsecðElsecÞ2Se;ijklFcðxeðziÞ;ElsecÞ
2ðEj þmspeciesÞ : ð6Þ
This completes our main calculation of the Tspeciesc;ijk grid.
1. An alternate simplified method
Alternatively, and as a cross-check on our method, we
can employ the “approx” procedure described in [15]. In
this approach, rather than compute the energy proceeding
into each deposition channel separately, we note that the
large corrections relative to the 3 keV and SSCK
prescriptions are driven by energy losses into continuum
photons produced by the cooling of high-energy
electrons, which are not accounted for by the modeling
of 3 keV electrons. This contribution to channel 5 is
stored in the array Tspeciescorr;ijk, as defined in Eq. (5). If this
contribution is subtracted from the overall deposited
energy, then the fractions of the remaining deposited
energy proceeding into channels 1–4 can be approxi-
mated by the SSCK or 3 keV prescriptions. If the fraction
of deposited energy proceeding into a particular channel
c is χbasec ðzÞ in these prescriptions, where “base” can be
SSCK or 3 keV, this approach leads to an alternate
Tspeciesc;ijk grid given by
Tspecies;basec;ijk ¼
X
c0
Tspeciesc0;ijk

− Tspeciescorr;ijk

χbasec ðziÞ: ð7Þ
This provides a reasonable approximation for channels 1–4
but should not be used for channel 5 (one approach is to re-
add the Tspeciescorr;ijk contribution to channel 5).
B. Results for the deposited energy by channel
As was previously done for the overall energy depo-
sition [14], we can ask e.g., what fraction of a particle’s
energy is eventually deposited to each of these five
channels; alternatively, upon specifying a redshift history
for the energy injection we can ask how much power is
deposited to each channel at a given redshift. Figure 7
shows the former for eþe− pairs and photons, for the
best approach. As a cross-check, we also display the
results of the “approx” approach for eþe− pairs using the
3 keV baseline, re-adding the power lost to continuum
photons for channel 5; the photon and SSCK cases are
qualitatively similar.
In general, we see that heating of the gas and distortions
of the CMB spectrum dominate the energy losses at high
redshifts prior to recombination, while excitation and
ionization become more significant after recombination;
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FIG. 7. Total power deposited (down to 1þ z ¼ 10) into each channel, as a function of injection energy and redshift. From top to
bottom, the rows correspond to H ionization, He ionization, Lyman-α photons, heating, and sub-10.2 eV continuum photons. The left
column describes energy absorption for eþe− pairs (the x-axis “energy” label here indicates the kinetic energy of a single member of the
pair at injection), while the right column describes energy absorption for photons. The center column is an alternate method of
estimating the same quantities shown in the left column, as described in Sec. IVA 1, and should be regarded as a cross-check.
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in general, the fraction of power eventually deposited falls
for all channels at lower redshifts of injection (with some
limited exceptions), as the Universe becomes more trans-
parent. In Fig. 8, we display a few sample slices through the
parameter space of Fig. 7, to make it easier to see the
relative contributions of different channels.
Especially for eþe− pairs, but also for photons, there is a
striking structure at injection energies around 10–100 MeV,
where the fraction of injected power proceeding into
ionization and excitation is quite high (and the fraction
of power proceeding into heating is also enhanced);
at lower energies, ∼1–10 MeV, these channels are sup-
pressed, and instead the production of low-energy con-
tinuum photons is enhanced. This accords with the
behavior shown in Fig. 3. As expected, the results of the
“approx” and “best”methods are in general very similar for
redshifts z≲ 1000.
V. CORRECTED DEPOSITION-EFFICIENCY
FUNCTIONS
A. Deposition efficiency by channel
Above we have presented results for the fraction of
injected power deposited to the gas over the age of the
Universe; however, as discussed in Sec. II, the key figure of
merit is instead the power deposited at any given redshift.
Once an energy injection history is specified (as a function
of redshift), one can use the results presented above to
integrate over the redshift of injection, and determine the
deposited power originating from energy injections at all
earlier times.
It is often convenient to normalize the deposited power at
a given redshift to the injected power at the same redshift
(where both quantities are defined within a given comoving
volume, per baryon, etc.). This ratio defines an effective
deposition efficiency curve fðzÞ. Since deposition at a given
redshift may have contributions from power injected at
much earlier redshifts, fðzÞ can in some cases be greater
than 1, but it is typically Oð0.1–1Þ [13].4
As discussed above, it is not in general sufficient to
derive the deposition-efficiency curve and then multiply the
result by a model-independent prescription χbasec ðzÞ for the
fraction of deposited power proceeding into the various
deposition channels. Instead, we will define fcðzÞ curves
corresponding to the individual channels, which give the
power deposited at a given redshift to a specific channel,
normalized to the total injected power at the same redshift.
By definition, fðzÞ ¼PcfcðzÞ.
Given an injection of some species with redshift and
energy dependence such that the rate of particle injection
per unit time per unit volume is given by dNdEdVdt ¼ Iðz; EÞ,
the corresponding fcðzÞ curves can be approximated by
fcðziÞ ≈
P
j
P
k E
jIðzk; EjÞdVðzkÞdtðzkÞTspeciesc;ijk dEjP
jE
jIðzi; EjÞdEjdVðziÞdtðziÞ
¼ Hðz
iÞð1þ ziÞ3P
jE
jIðzi; EjÞdEj
×
X
k
1
ð1þ zkÞ3HðzkÞ
X
j
EjIðzk; EjÞTspeciesc;ijk dEj:
ð8Þ
Here the indices i, j, k label redshift of deposition, energy
of injection and redshift of injection, as above; dtðzÞ is the
time interval corresponding to d lnð1þ zÞ, and we have
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FIG. 8. Total power deposited (down to 1þ z ¼ 10) into the competing channels, as a fraction of the initial injected power, as a
function of injection energy and redshift. We show results for eþe− pairs with initial energy (for each member of the pair) ∼50 MeV (left
panel) and ∼80 GeV (right panel). We see that for the high-injection-energy case, much of the injected power is not deposited at all,
while for the lower injection energy both the total power deposited and the fraction of that power proceeding into ionization is quite high
(see text for a discussion).
4In the context of annihilating DM, fðzÞ curves are usually
defined with respect to the injected power from the smooth DM
distribution, since this is easy to characterize, even though the
onset of structure formation may greatly increase the injected and
hence deposited power. In this paper we will not take these effects
into account, and so will always define fðzÞ curves with respect
to the total injected power.
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employed the relations HðzÞ ¼ −d lnð1þ zÞ=dt and
dVðz1Þ=dVðz2Þ ¼ ð1þ z2Þ3=ð1þ z1Þ3.
For example, for conventional DM annihilation, with a
rate that scales as the square of the density, Iðz; EÞ ∝
ð1þ zÞ6nðEÞ, with the remaining factors being redshift and
energy independent. For DM decay with a lifetime much
longer than the age of the Universe, Iðz; EÞ ∝
ð1þ zÞ3nðEÞ. In both cases nðEÞ describes the spectrum
of injected particles for the species in question. Substituting
these expressions into Eq. (8) and summing over all
deposition channels reproduces the results of [14] (up to
numerical error associated with the discretization of
the transfer function T). If we consider only particles
injected at a single energy, so Iðz; EÞ is proportional to a
delta function in energy at Ej, the fcðzÞ curves can be
simplified to
fcðzi; EjÞ ¼
HðziÞð1þ ziÞ3
Iðzi; EjÞ
X
k
Iðzk; EjÞTspeciesc;ijk
ð1þ zkÞ3HðzkÞ : ð9Þ
More generally, for any energy injection history Iðz; EÞ that
is a separable function of z and E, i.e., Iðz; EÞ ¼ IðzÞnðEÞ,
the fcðzÞ curve can be written in the form
fcðziÞ ¼
P
jfcðzi; EjÞEjnðEjÞdEjP
jE
jnðEjÞdEj : ð10Þ
Thus characterizing the fcðzÞ curves for individual energies
is sufficient to describe all separable energy injection
histories. We plot these curves for a range of injection
energies, for the injection profile corresponding to DM
annihilation, in Fig. 9. (As a default, we present results
based on the “best”method described earlier, but as a cross-
check, we also show results for the “approx” method for
injected eþe− and the 3 keV baseline prescription.) In
Fig. 10 we show some sample slices through these
contours, corresponding to injection energies of 50 MeV
and 80 GeV, to make it easier to compare the energy
absorbed into the different channels. As previously, heating
tends to dominate prior to recombination, with excitation
and ionization contributions becoming more important
after recombination.
By replacing Tspeciesc;ijk in Eq. (8) with T
species;base
c;ijk as defined
in Eq. (7), we can construct alternative fsimc ðzÞ curves,
which correspond to rescaling the overall fðzÞ by the
channel-dependent χbasec ðzÞ factors and a correction factor
to account for the losses into continuum photons. From
Eq. (7), it follows that
fsimc ðzÞ ¼ ½fðzÞ − fcorrðzÞχbasec ðzÞ; ð11Þ
where fcorrðzÞ is obtained by replacing Tspecies;basec;ijk with
Sspeciescorr;ijk in Eq. (8).
We can now define new, model-dependent fractions
χcðzÞ by χcðzÞ ¼ fcðzÞ=fðzÞ; i.e., the fraction of deposited
power proceeding into each of the deposition channels.
Likewise we define χcorrðzÞ ¼ fcorrðzÞ=fðzÞ.
B. Correcting the f ðzÞ curves for use with earlier studies
Since the fcðzÞ are the quantities that determine the
observable effects of energy injection (ionization, heating,
etc.), a correct computation of the constraints using the fðzÞ
deposition-efficiency curves would employ the χcðzÞ frac-
tions derived here. However, many constraints have already
been set assuming older, model-independent forms for the
χbasec ðzÞ fractions. Since only the product fðzÞχcðzÞmatters,
the use of incorrect χcðzÞ fractions can be compensated by a
correction to the fðzÞ deposition-efficiency curve (this
observation was also made in [15,21]). However, since
fðzÞ is channel independent, only the power deposited to a
single channel c can be completely described in this way;
the deposition to other channels will be only approximate.
Fortunately, this is not a problem for constraints that
depend almost entirely on a single deposition channel.
For example, constraints from the CMB anisotropies are
primarily determined by ionization; while in principle the H
and He ionization contributions should be treated sepa-
rately (as in e.g., [3]), in practice the contribution from He
ionization is negligible, and so we can simply consider the
sum of channels 1 and 2.
When the key figure of merit for a particular constraint is
set by fcðzÞ for some channel c, in order to adapt older
studies performed using some base prescription for the
χbasec ðzÞ fractions, one should define a new corrected
deposition-efficiency curve fc;baseðzÞ by
fc;baseðzÞ≡ fðzÞχcðzÞ=χbasec ðzÞ; ð12Þ
so that χbasec ðzÞfc;baseðzÞ ¼ fcðzÞ.
The alternate simplified method described above for
computing the energy deposition fractions by channel, i.e.,
rescaling a simplified base prescription to account for
losses to continuum photons, corresponds to using a
channel-independent corrected deposition-efficiency curve
fsimðzÞ given by
fsimðzÞ≡ fsimc ðzÞ=χbasec ðzÞ
¼ fðzÞ − fcorrðzÞ
¼ fðzÞ½1 − χcorrðzÞ: ð13Þ
Note that in this prescription the correction factor to fðzÞ is
independent of channel (for channels 1–4), and is also
independent of the choice of base prescription to describe
the energy deposition by channel. This means that slightly
different constraints will be obtained if this simplified
prescription is combined with studies using different base
prescriptions; in contrast, if the correct fc;baseðzÞ curve is
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FIG. 9. Power absorbed into each channel from particles injected by DM annihilation (or another process scaling as cosmological
density squared), as a function of injection energy and redshift of absorption, normalized to the total injected power at the same redshift.
From top to bottom, the rows correspond to H ionization, He ionization, Lyman-α photons, heating, and sub-10.2 eV continuum
photons. The left column describes energy absorption for eþe− pairs (the x-axis “energy” label here indicates the kinetic energy of a
single member of the pair at injection), while the right column describes energy absorption for photons. The center column is an alternate
method of estimating the same quantities shown in the left column, as described in Sec. IVA 1, and should be regarded as a cross-check.
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employed, the dependence on the base prescription will
cancel out between the corrected fðzÞ curve and the choice
of the χbasec ðzÞ factors in the original analysis.
In Fig. 11 we plot the fion;baseðzÞ curves for the SSCK
and 3 keV choices of base prescription, again for an
annihilation-like history: these curves constitute our best
estimate of the appropriately corrected deposition-effi-
ciency curves for the purposes of computing CMB con-
straints on DM annihilation. We also display the fsimðzÞ
curves obtained as described in Eq. (13). In Fig. 12 we plot
the approximate correction factor χcorrðzÞ, which should be
interpreted as the fraction of deposited energy proceeding
into previously unaccounted-for continuum photons, for
the energy injection history corresponding to conventional
DM annihilation.
From Fig. 12 we see that the correction to fðzÞ due to
continuum losses is largest at injection energies around 1–
100MeV (depending on redshift) for photons, and at slightly
lower energies (∼1–10 MeV) for eþe− pairs. This is con-
sistent with the discussion of Fig. 3; the correction is smaller
than one might expect for nonrelativistic eþe− pairs (with
injection kinetic energieswell below 1MeV) becausemost of
the injected energy is bound up in their mass, and thus the
deposition of the kinetic energy is almost irrelevant. Such
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FIG. 10. Power absorbed into the competing channels from particles injected by DM annihilation, or a similar process, as a function of
injection energy and redshift of absorption, normalized to the total injected power at the same redshift. We show results for eþe− pairs
with initial energy (for each member of the pair) ∼50 MeV (left panel) and ∼80 GeV (right panel).
FIG. 11. Corrected fðzÞ curve for particles injected by DM annihilation, as a function of injection energy and redshift of absorption. In
the left panel we use the 3 keV baseline ionization fractions [so these fðzÞ curves should be used with analyses that employed the same
prescription]; in the center panel we use the SSCK baseline. In the right panel we correct for the continuum losses using the results of
Fig. 12, and thus derive an alternate channel-independent fsimðzÞ curve. The upper row describes eþe− pairs (the x-axis “energy” label
here indicates the kinetic energy of a single member of the pair at injection), the lower row describes photons.
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particles deposit their energy primarily through the annihila-
tion of the positron, producing photons at 511 keVand below.
The correction factor falls abruptly at both lower and
higher energies, although it is still appreciable at the highest
energies. The correction factor for high-energy injected
particles is somewhat complex, as it depends on the
discontinuous cooling of the high-energy photons and
electrons. For example, a 5 GeV electron injected at z ∼
1000 will upscatter a ∼1 eV CMB photon to an energy of
order γ2 ∼ 108 eV; the resulting photon will dominantly
lose its energy by pair production or Compton scattering
[13], partitioning its energy into lower-energy electrons and
positrons. The upper end of this spectrum, corresponding to
10–100 MeVelectrons, will again upscatter CMB photons,
now to energies ranging from hundreds of eV to tens of
keV; these photons will efficiently ionize the gas. (All
numbers in this paragraph are approximate and for illus-
tration only.) An order of magnitude reduction in initial
electron energy would reduce the typical energy of upscat-
tered photons by 2 orders of magnitude, to around 1 MeV;
the resulting secondary electrons would upscatter CMB
photons to energies too low to further interact with the gas,
thus losing a large fraction of their energy to the continuum.
However, another order of magnitude reduction in the
initial electron energy would mean that CMB photons
would be upscattered to Oð10 keVÞ energies, at which
point (at z ¼ 1000) they would be efficient photoionizers
themselves and produce electrons in an energy range where
atomic processes dominate the cooling. Patterns of this type
are the reason for the “striping” visible in Figs. 11 and 12.
C. Low-energy particle spectra from arbitrary
energy injections
In the same spirit as the fðzÞ curves, which describe total
absorbed power, one can integrate over injection redshift to
determine the low-energy electron and photon spectra
produced by a specific energy injection history, at any
redshift. Likewise, one can produce a flossðzÞ curve
describing depletion of the CMB spectrum by scattering,
and fhigh;cðzÞ curves that include only the power deposited
by the cooling of high-energy electrons, from the initial
outputs of the code described in Sec. III. Such results can be
converted into thefcðzÞ curves, using results fromcodes that
describe the cooling of low-energy electrons, just as
described earlier in Sec. IV; the photon spectrum at very
low energies may also constitute an observable in its own
right, as a distortion to the CMB blackbody spectrum. For
convenience we can normalize the photon and electron
spectra to the number of injected pairs at the “output”
redshift (when the low-energy electrons and photons are
produced), thus canceling out model-dependent normaliza-
tion factors in the energy injection rate; we denote these
normalized low-energy spectra by Fsecðz; EsecÞ. [Note this
choice is not identical to thefðzÞ curves,wherewenormalize
to injected power rather than number of annihilations.]
Specifically, we define these curves by
flossðziÞ ¼
HðziÞð1þ ziÞ3P
jE
jIðzi; EjÞdEj
X
k
1
ð1þ zkÞ3HðzkÞ
×
X
j
EjIðzk; EjÞSspeciesloss;ijkdEj; ð14Þ
fhigh;cðziÞ ¼
HðziÞð1þ ziÞ3P
jE
jIðzi; EjÞdEj
X
k
1
ð1þ zkÞ3HðzkÞ
×
X
j
EjIðzk; EjÞSspeciesc;ijk dEj; ð15Þ
Fsecðzi; ElsecÞ ¼
HðziÞð1þ ziÞ3P
jIðzi; EjÞdEj
X
k
1
ð1þ zkÞ3HðzkÞ
×
X
j
Iðzk; EjÞSspeciessec;ijkldEj: ð16Þ
For convenience, we include these arrays in our proc-
essed results, for the energy injection history corresponding
FIG. 12. Fraction of deposited energy proceeding into previously unaccounted-for continuum photons, χcorrðzÞ, for a DM-annihilation-
like injection history. The upper panel gives results for eþe− pairs (the x-axis “energy” label here indicates the kinetic energy of a single
member of the pair at injection), the lower panel for photons.
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to conventional DM annihilation [i.e., a fixed spectrum of
annihilation products and a Iðz; EÞ ∝ ð1þ zÞ6 redshift
dependence]. We show some examples of the Fsec curves
in Fig. 13, at a fixed redshift z ≈ 617; for these plots, we
subtract the CMB spectrumwith the appropriate coefficient,
so the photon spectra also capture the negative distortion of
the CMB spectrum arising on that time step, due to depletion
of low-energy photons by scattering. We also divide the
spectra by the power per annihilation, in order to easily
compare curves corresponding to different initial injection
energies. These spectra can have considerable structure
(e.g., the lower left panel of Fig. 13 has a visible
Compton scattering bump peaked around 100 eV arising
from the injection of 5 keV photons), and as discussed
above, the fractional power in low-energy electrons and/or
photons is not a simple function of the injection energy. We
leave a detailed study of the CMB spectral distortions and
their future detectability to future work.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the results of a comprehensive
numerical study of the energy losses of keV-TeV photons
and eþe− pairs in the cosmic dark ages, from their injection
energies down to the ∼3 keV scale where interactions with
the gas begin to dominate the energy losses of electrons. All
our results are provided in .fits and .dat format to
facilitate the matching of these results onto detailed models
of the low-energy cooling. We have employed previously
published results for the low-energy cooling to estimate the
partition of deposited energy between ionization, heating
and the production of Lyman-α and continuum photons.
We have demonstrated how to use these results to compute
corrected deposition-efficiency fðzÞ curves for use with
studies of constraints on energy injection, and similarly
made these processed results public.
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FIG. 13. Low-energy (below 3 keV) spectra of photons and electrons produced by DM annihilation or a process with a similar redshift
dependence, at z ≈ 617, per annihilation and normalized to the power per annihilation (2mχ , taking mχ to be equal to the total energy of
one of the injected particles). The left panels describe electron spectra, and the right panels photon spectra; the upper row corresponds to
initial injection of an eþe− pair (here “injection energy” refers to kinetic energy), whereas the lower row corresponds to initial injection
of photons. Differently colored lines denote different injection energies. Dotted vertical lines in the left panels denote the 3 keV
threshold (where the spectrum goes to zero by definition). Dotted vertical lines in the right panels denote the 10.2 and 13.6 eV thresholds
for ionization and excitation of neutral hydrogen. In the right panels, the depletion of the CMB spectrum due to scattering has been
included in the spectra, causing the distortion to become negative at low energies.
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APPENDIX: SUMMARY OF OUTPUT FILES
We provide three types of output files: species_
data.fits (where “species” can be either “phot” or
“elec,” corresponding to injection of photons and eþe−
pairs respectively),species_processed_results.-
fits (likewise), and deposition_fractions_
supplement.fits. The first describes the direct outputs
of our code—energy deposited by electrons above 3 keV, and
low-energy electron and photon spectra produced in each
time step—whereas the second describes the processed
results, giving our estimate of the energy deposited into
each of the five channels described in Sec. III. The third file
provides the reference ionization history we used, the
resulting SSCK fractions, and the table of χc fractions as a
function of redshift and electron energy derived from [15].
The contents of each type of file are as follows:
species_data.fits
(i) OUTPUT_REDSHIFT: this 63-element array pro-
vides the abscissa for output redshift, i.e., the value
of 1þ z at which the energy is deposited.
(ii) ENERGY: this 40-element array provides the abscissa
in energy, with values given by log10ðenergy in eVÞ.
Note that this is kinetic energy of one of the two
particles in the case of eþe− pairs; a particle anni-
hilating or decaying to eþe− would need a mass
sufficient to provide this energy in addition to the
mass energy of the pair.
(iii) INPUT_REDSHIFT: this 63-element array provides
the abscissa for input redshift, i.e., the value of 1þ z
at which the energy is injected.
(iv) CHANNELS: this five-element array lists the five
deposition channels: hydrogen ionization, helium
ionization, Lyman-α / excitation, heating and con-
tinuum photons.
(v) DEPOSITION_FRACTIONS_ORIG: this 63×40×
63 array provides the table Tspeciesijk ¼
P
cT
species
c;ijk for
the appropriate species: that is, for a particle injected
at some input redshift and energy (given by the
abscissa arrays), the fraction of its initial energy
deposited to all channels in the (log-spaced) time
step associated with the output redshift. Up to small
numerical differences, this table should match
the DEPOSITION_FRACTIONS table in the files
associated with [14].
(vi) F_ORIG: this 63 × 40 array describes the original
depositon-efficiency fðzÞ-curve for DM annihilation
to the species in question, with DM mass given by
ENERGY, sampled at the redshift points given by the
OUTPUT_REDSHIFT array. This is based on the
total energy deposition and contains no corrections
to account for model-dependent χcðzÞ fractions.
(vii) CMBLOSS_FRACTIONS: this 63 × 40 × 63 array,
labeled Sspeciesloss;ijk in the text, describes the power
scattered out of the CMB, as a fraction of the initial
energy of the injected particle, in the time step
corresponding to the deposition redshift. Its index
structure is the same as that of DEPOSITION_
FRACTIONS_ORIG.
(viii) HIGHDEP_FRACTIONS: this 63 × 40 × 63 × 5
array provides the table Sspeciesc;ijk , as defined in Table I:
that is, the power deposited into each of the channels
c ¼ 1–5 by cooling of high-energy electrons (see
Sec. III), as a fraction of the initial energy of the
injected particle, in the time step corresponding to
the deposition redshift. This array’s first three
indices are the same as those for DEPOSITION_
FRACTIONS_ORIG; the last index corresponds to
c, and lists the five different channels. As noted in
Sec. III, channel 2 is always empty.
(ix) PHOTENG: this 40 × 500 array provides the abscissa
for the low-energy photon spectrum, the energy in
eV for the low-energy secondary photons (500
energy bins), at each of the 40 injection energies
defined by the ENERGY array.
(x) ELECENG: this 40 × 500 array provides the abscissa
for the low-energy photon spectrum, the kinetic
energy in eV for the low-energy secondary electrons
(500 energy bins), at each of the 40 injection
energies defined by the ENERGY array.
(xi) LOWENGPHOT_SPEC: this 63 × 40 × 63 × 500
array provides the table Sspeciesγ;ijkl , as defined in Table I:
that is, the spectrum dN=dE of low-energy photons
produced per injected pair of particles, in the time
step corresponding to the deposition redshift. This
array’s first three indices are the same as those for
DEPOSITION_FRACTIONS; the last index l cor-
responds to the energy of the secondary photons,
defined by the ðj; lÞth element of thePHOTENG array.
(xii) LOWENGELEC_SPEC: this 63 × 40 × 63 × 500
array provides the table Sspeciese;ijkl , as defined in Table I:
that is, the spectrum dN=dE of low-energy electrons
produced per injected pair of particles, in the time
step corresponding to the deposition redshift. This
array’s first three indices are the same as those for
DEPOSITION_FRACTIONS; the last index l corre-
sponds to the kinetic energy of the secondary electrons,
defined by the ðj; lÞth element of the ELECENG array.
species_processed_results.fits
(i) OUTPUT_REDSHIFT: this 63-element array pro-
vides the abscissa for output redshift, i.e., the value
of 1þ z at which the energy is deposited.
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(ii) ENERGY: this 40-element array provides the abscissa
in energy, with values given by log10ðenergy in eVÞ.
Note that this is kinetic energy of one of the two
particles in the case of eþe− pairs; a particle annihilat-
ing or decaying to eþe− would need a mass sufficient
to provide this energy in addition to themass energyof
the pair.
(iii) INPUT_REDSHIFT: this 63-element array provides
the abscissa for input redshift, i.e., the value of 1þ z
at which the energy is injected.
(iv) CHANNELS: this five-element array lists the five
deposition channels: hydrogen ionization, helium
ionization, Lyman-α, heating and continuumphotons.
(v) DEPOSITION_FRACTIONS_ORIG: as above.
(vi) F_ORIG: as above.
(vii) DEPOSITION_FRACTIONS_NEW: this 63 × 40 ×
63 × 5 array provides the Tspeciesc;ijk array, summing the
contributions from high-energy deposition and in-
tegrating over the low-energy photon and electron
spectra. This array’s first three indices are the same
as those for DEPOSITION_FRACTIONS_ORIG
defined above; the last index corresponds to c,
and lists the five different channels.
(viii) CONT_CORR_FRACTIONS: this 63 × 40 × 63 ar-
ray provides the Tspeciescorr;ijk array, the contribution to
channel c ¼ 5 arising from the low-energy photons
produced at each time step by cooling of electrons
above 3 keV (divided as usual by the initial injected
energy, and having corrected for the original
energy of these low-energy photons). This array’s
indices are the same as those for DEPOSITION_
FRACTIONS_ORIG defined above.
(ix) F_ION: this 63 × 40 array describes the deposition-
efficiency f-curve for DM annihilation to the species
in question, corrected to give the true power into
ionization combined with the 3 keV prescription.
This quantity is denoted fion;3 keVðzÞ in Sec. V. The
DM mass is given by the ENERGY array, and the
function is sampled at the redshift points given by
the OUTPUT_REDSHIFT array.
(x) F_CORR: this 63 × 40 array describes the deposi-
tion-efficiency f-curve for DM annihilation to the
species in question, approximately corrected by
rescaling the deposited energy according to the
unaccounted losses into continuum photons. This
quantity is denoted fsimðzÞ in Sec. V. The DM mass
is given by the ENERGY array, and the function
is sampled at the redshift points given by the
OUTPUT_REDSHIFT array.
(xi) F_CMBLOSS: this 63 × 40 array describes the
power scattered out of the CMB at each redshift,
as a fraction of the power injected at that redshift, for
DM annihilation to the species in question. This
quantity is denoted flossðzÞ in Sec. V C. The DM
mass is given by the ENERGY array, and the function
is sampled at the redshift points given by the
OUTPUT_REDSHIFT array.
(xii) F_HIGHDEP: this 63 × 40 × 5 array describes the
power deposited to each channel by the cooling of
high-energy electrons at each redshift, as a fraction
of the power injected at that redshift, for DM
annihilation to the species in question. This quantity
is denoted in Sec. V C. The DM mass is given by
the ENERGY array, and the function is sampled
at the redshift points given by the OUTPUT_
REDSHIFT array.
(xiii) PHOTENG: this 40 × 500 array provides the abscissa
for the low-energy photon spectrum, the energy in
eV for the low-energy secondary photons (500
energy bins), at each of the 40 injection energies
defined by the ENERGY array.
(xiv) ELECENG: this 40 × 500 array provides the abscissa
for the low-energy photon spectrum, the kinetic
energy in eV for the low-energy secondary electrons
(500 energy bins), at each of the 40 injection
energies defined by the ENERGY array.
(xv) FSPEC_PHOT: this 63 × 40 × 500 array provides
the spectrum dN=dE of low-energy photons pro-
duced at each redshift, normalized to the number of
DM annihilations occurring at that redshift, for
DM annihilation to the species in question. This
quantity is denoted Fγðz; EγÞ in Sec. V C. The DM
mass is given by the ENERGY array, and the function
is sampled at the redshift points given by the
OUTPUT_REDSHIFT array; the energies of the
secondary photons are given by the corresponding
elements of the PHOTENG array.
(xvi) FSPEC_ELEC: this 63 × 40 × 500 array provides
the spectrum dN=dE of low-energy electrons pro-
duced at each redshift, normalized to the number of
DM annihilations occurring at that redshift, for
DM annihilation to the species in question. This
quantity is denoted Feðz; EeÞ in Sec. V C. The DM
mass is given by the ENERGY array, and the function
is sampled at the redshift points given by the
OUTPUT_REDSHIFT array; the kinetic energies
of the secondary electrons are given by the corre-
sponding elements of the ELECENG array.
deposition_fractions_supplement.fits
(i) REDSHIFT: this 63-element array provides the
abscissa for deposition redshift.
(ii) XH: this 63-element array provides the hydrogen gas
ionization fraction as a function of redshift, for the
baseline ionization history with no energy injection
(calculated using RECFAST, as in [36]).
(iii) CHANNELS: this five-element array lists the five
deposition channels: hydrogen ionization, helium
ionization, Lyman-α, heating and continuum
photons.
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(iv) SSCK: this 63 × 5 array describes the fraction of
deposited power proceeding into channels 1–5 under
the simple SSCK prescription, as a function of
redshift (channels 2 and 5 are not populated by this
prescription), i.e., χSSCKc ðzÞ.
(v) ELECTRON_ENERGY: this six-element array pro-
vides the kinetic energy values at which the CHAN-
NEL_FRACTIONS array is evaluated.
(vi) CHANNEL_FRACTIONS: this 6 × 63 × 5 array
describes the fraction of deposited power proceeding
into channels 1–5 in a detailed calculation of the
low-energy cooling (presented in [15] and based on
[18]), for the six electron injection energies listed in
ELECTRON_ENERGY, as a function of redshift.
The files are available online in .fits format [23]; we
supply a Mathematica notebook demonstrating how to read
the .fits files and reproduce the calculations in this note.
Finally, we also provide the key results as .dat files, as
described below:
Overall best estimate for the energy deposition fractions:
(i) species_channel=c_deposition_frac-
tions.dat: holds Tspeciesc;ijk for each choice of c and
species (“phot” corresponds to photons, “elec” toeþe−
pairs). Starting with the third column, the entries in the
first row give the injection redshift 1þ z. Starting with
the second row, the first column lists the deposition
redshift 1þ z, and the second the injection energy (as
defined in the ENERGY array in the .fits files);
subsequent columns listTc;ijk for the appropriate triple
of injection redshift, deposition redshift and injection
energy (holds the same information as DEPOSI-
TION_FRACTIONS_NEW in the .fits files).
(ii) species_continuum_correction_frac-
tions.dat: as species_channel=c_highE_
deposition_fractions.dat, except Tspeciesc;ijk is
replaced with Tspeciescorr;ijk (holds the same information as
CONT_CORR_FRACTIONS in the .fits files).
Raw outputs of the high-energy code:
(i) species_channel=c_highE_deposition_
fractions.dat: as species_channel=c
_highE_deposition_fractions.dat, ex-
cept Tspeciesc;ijk is replaced with S
species
c;ijk (holds the same
information as HIGHDEP_FRACTIONS in the
.fits files).
(ii) species_cmbloss_fractions.dat: as
species_channel=c_highE_deposition_
fractions.dat, except Tspeciesc;ijk is replaced with
Sspeciesloss;ijk (holds the same information as CMBLOSS_
FRACTIONS in the .fits files).
(iii) species_lowEsecspectra.dat: holds
Sspeciessec;ijkl for each choice of “sec” (“electron” for
secondary electrons and “photon” for secondary
photons) and each injected species. Starting with
the fourth column, the entries in the first row give the
injection redshift 1þ z. Starting with the second
row, the first column lists the deposition redshift
1þ z, and the second the injection energy (as
defined in the ENERGY array in the .fits files),
the third the secondary (kinetic) energy, expressed as
log10ðEsec=eVÞ; subsequent columns list Sspeciessec;ijkl for
the appropriate quadruple of injection redshift,
deposition redshift, injection energy and secondary
energy (holds the same information as LOWENGE-
LEC_SPEC and LOWENGPHOT_SPEC in the
.fits files).
f(z) curves for DM annihilation:
(i) species_bestf_DMann_3 keV.dat: holds
fion;3 keVðzÞ, our best-estimate corrected fðzÞ curve
for DM-annihilation-like energy-injection histories,
for studies which assume the 3 keV baseline
prescription to set constraints on energy injection
via the ionization channel (e.g., the recent con-
straints on DM annihilation presented by the Planck
collaboration [35]). Starting with the second col-
umn, the entries in the first row give the deposition
redshift 1þ z. Starting with the second row, the first
column lists the injection energy (as defined in the
ENERGY array in the .fits files); subsequent
columns list fðzÞ for the appropriate pair of injection
energy and redshift (holds the same information as
F_ION in the .fits files).
(ii) species_simplef_DMann.dat: holds fsimðzÞ,
our simplified approximate prescription for
the corrected fðzÞ curve for DM-annihilation-like
energy-injection histories. Layout is the same as
species_bestf_DMann_3 keV.dat (holds
the same information as F_CORR in the
.fits files).
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